Future of Strategy –
Trade, Intelligence
and Security
Virtual event,
November 23rd - 26th 2020
One year on from our inaugural Future of Strategy
event, Coriolis Technologies is delighted to announce
that we will be running a second, virtual conference
between the 23rd and 26th November 2020

Register here
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The new trade landscape post Covid 19 – political
and economic overview, key challenges for business

12.30-13.30

Speakers:

The events of 2020 have seen a call to arms for FIs and multilaterals to collaborate more

Roberto Leva, Investment Specialist, Trade &

in order to ensure that the crisis does not prevent otherwise viable trade from taking place,
as well as addressing the ongoing trade finance gap. With heightened awareness of the
need to ensure international supply chains are more transparent, a new initiative led by the

Monday

10.00-10.30

MultiLateral working lunch: Case study - the Covid-19 supply chain

Asian Development Bank lists the suppliers and manufacturers of products, as well as the
banks that support them, in a global directory. This group exercise will bring practitioners

14.00-15.15

Working group: Trends and dynamics of trade and global value chains -

Dr Xuxin Mao, Principal Economist, NIESR;

John W.H. Denton AO, Secretary

creativity, connectivity and mutual benefit as a means of achieving long-term gains such

General, International Chamber of

The pandemic had a devastating impact on global trade and exposed vulnerabilities of

inclusive growth and sustainability, and a movement away from the entrenched global

Commerce (ICC)

global supply chains. There remains uncertainty on the new ‘normal’ post-COVID trade

from the lenses of the UK and China

isolationism that has become a defining trend of the recent years. This extensive keynote

patterns and the role that political developments will play. This webinar, led by NIESR

interview will outline key priorities for reviving the global economy in the Covid-19 era.

and supported by Innovate UK will illustrate UK’s competitiveness and position in global
discussions on China’s internationalisation and relationship with the UK.
John Carroll, Head of International

do much to determine the future of trade, now on the front line of the seismic shift in

& Transactional Banking,

15.30-16.30

Andrew Wilson, Permanent Observer to the

Ana Rincon-Aznar, Principal Economist, National

The current unprecedented global challenges faced require a response based on

How we deal with the economic nationalism that has characterised the pandemic will

Head of Trade, Lloyds Bank

companies by ensuring accurate supply and use of data.

production networks, the role of major economies in the medical supply chains, as well as

11.00-11.30

Gwynne Master, Managing Director & Global

together to discuss how such activities can help governments, banks, investors and

Speaker:

Speaker:

(ADB)

United Nations, International Chamber of
Speakers:

Keynote fireside chat: Enhancing cooperation and keeping markets open

Keynote fireside chat: Looking to a post-Covid world

Supply Chain Finance, Asian Development Bank

Webinar: The expansion of supply chain finance driving trade recovery
With supply chains stretched to near breaking point by the pandemic, the role of supplier

Institute of Economic & Social Research (NIESR)
Visiting Fellow, LSE European Institute
Professor Miaojie Yu, Deputy Dean of National
School of Development (NSD), Peking University
Professor Alasdair Smith, Member, UK Trade
Policy Observatory
Professor Guy S. Liu, Head of HSBC Business
School, Peking University
Graham Hay, Associate Director, Cambridge
Econometrics
Moderator:

and foreign policy intrinsically linked and what are the consequences of these shifting

Investment Policy, ICC United

spheres of influence? Meanwhile, when it comes to business, which groups will need the

Rebecca Harding, Chief Executive Officer,
finance programmes and importance of expanding SCF beyond just the largest companies Coriolis Technologies
takes on greater strategic importance, both for multinationals and mid-sized companies
Speakers:

Kingdom

in providing certainty of payment, in showing that buyers and suppliers can be part of

the nature of international conflict. Are banks now the ‘boots on the ground’ with trade

most support after the crisis is over and to what extent does the SME trade finance gap
further indicate ‘market failure’ on the part of banks to reduce inequalities?

Santander UK; Chair of Trade &

an ecosystem that can be trusted. With the fundamental principles around SCF well
entrenched and understood by practitioners, this presents a huge opportunity - provided

Mirka Skrzypczak, Head of Working Capital &
Trade Products, NatWest
Mark Ling, Head, Trade & Supplier Finance,

challenges around large buyer arbitrage/dictating terms and pricing are overcome - for it to Santander UK
be used in a wider context, extending an established open account solution and therefore Irene Graham, Chief Executive Officer, ScaleUp
avoiding companies getting locked into expensive and cumbersome documentary trade.

Institute
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Tuesday 24th November: the hardest hit groups –
SMEs, trade finance and market failure

12.30-13.30

With SMEs widely acknowledged as the group most likely in need of support both
during the current crisis and indeed after, the importance of data in helping to
understand the attitudes, experiences and behaviours of customers, peers and
counterparts when it comes to undertaking international business is key. This working

Tuesday

10.00-10.15

Keynote interview: Falling through the cracks
Despite widespread and heavily reported government interventions through the course of the
Covid-19 pandemic, it has become clear that whilst larger organisations are able to navigate

MultiLateral working lunch: Data tools to support SME trade finance

lunch will focus on the important role data tools can play in providing more of a level

Speaker:

15.00-16.00

long supply chains with LC-backed financing? Recent high profile cases suggest a

to resolve the SME financing gap, as well as the strategic importance of enabling people and

degree of complacency, with the necessary checks and balances lacking and with

businesses to easily access the resources and technologies needed to survive.

many bankers viewing plain vanilla trade instruments as outdated, expensive and with
not enough people understanding them. With this narrative playing into the hands

11.00-11.30

Keynote interview: Rising to the challenge - the strategic role of ECAs
We live in challenging time, and no more is that acutely the case than in the world of export credit,
with OECD governments, despite seeking to maintain a level playing field amid concerns over a
new credit war and a perceived ‘race to the bottom’. This session will look further into the role of
governments in financing international trade and the strategic imperatives often surrounding these
activities, particularly in light of greater state underwriting and obligations in the current climate.

of blockchain and digitisation, the session will also examine some of the key factors

Speakers:

– such as ICC uniform rules, regulatory and compliance requirements, clear legal

Louis Taylor, Chief Executive,

opinions – required for creating a new ecosystem.

UK Export Finance (UKEF)
Gabriel Buck, Managing
Director, GKB Ventures

16.30-17.00

Management, NatWest
Francisca Michielsen, Divisional Director, Trade

Moderator:

the industry and for those companies operating in traditional sectors looking to finance

This special interview will discuss inequality in financial services and financial exclusion, attempts

Jim Bidwell, Head of Trade Services Product

Webinar: ‘The great reboot’ - how can we reach trade 2.0?

at the table and viability of the market in 2020. What does this mean for the future of

support schemes, smaller businesses and lenders have found it much harder to break through.

Coriolis Technologies

& Supplier Finance, Santander UK

several banks either retreating from the market or very much considering their place

Officer, Finastra

Rebecca Harding, Chief Executive Officer,

playing field for those companies.

Trade and commodity finance finds itself at something of a strategic crossroads, with

Simon Paris, Chief Executive

Speakers:

Keynote interview: ‘Trade Is Not a Four Letter Word’
In this exclusive live interview, former Chairmen of the US Export-Import Bank Fred
P. Hochberg presents an overview of the key themes covered in his forthcoming book
‘Trade Is Not a Four Letter Word: How Six Everyday Products Make the Case for
Trade’, offering an insightful and impassioned defence of free trade and explaining
how the recent trend for populism threatens the welfare of consumers, workers and
entrepreneurs, whilst also undermining foreign policy goals.

Eleanor Wragg, Senior Reporter, Global Trade
Review (GTR)
Speakers:
Chris Southworth, Secretary General, ICC UK
Tod Burwell, President & Chief Executive
Officer, BAFT
Sean Edwards, Chairman, International Trade
& Forfaiting Association (ITFA); Head of Legal,
SMBC
Emmanuelle Ganne, Senior Analyst, Economic
Research & Statistics, World Trade Organization
(WTO)
Speaker:
Fred P. Hochberg, former Chairman, US ExportImport Bank
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Security, Economic Nationalism and
the Gaming of Trade

13.15-14.15

This interview session will bring together experts from the field of domestic and foreign policy
to discuss the changing nature of power and conflict. Large-scale military operations abroad

Wednesday

10.00-11.30

Working group: Simulating conflict – predicting the unpredictable?
This group panel will discuss the tricky world of crisis and conflict forecasting. Clausewitz
observed that war “most closely resembles a game of cards” and, furthermore, that friction
and the fog of war highlight the different between real war and war on paper. Fundamentally,
human interactions, assumptions, and “unknown unknowns” muddy the waters when it comes
to prediction. Nevertheless, accurate prediction for early warning or more effective strategy
making is still the holy grail of political science. This panel examines different approaches to

seem to occur with less frequency and less public support; armed forces are increasingly
called on to fulfil more active domestic duties, further, from trade wars to Covid-19, a creeping
nationalism is evident in state approaches. Given these issues, this panel asks whether foreign

This special keynote conversation will bring together experts from the field of foreign policy
and national security to discuss the changing nature of power and conflict, strategic trade as
the new foreign policy normal and consider the extent to which trade is now being ‘gamed’.

strategy?

Dr David Banks, Lecturer in

Speakers:
Professor Beatrice Heuser,
Professor of International Relations
(Politics), University of Glasgow
Claudia Crawford, Director, Konrad
Adenauer Foundation Multilateral
Dialogue, Vienna
Dr Dennis de Tray, International
Development & Counterin-surgency
Expert

Wargaming, King’s College London
Dr Gordon Woo, Catastrophist, Risk
Management Solutions
Jack Harding, Head of Political Risk,
Coriolis Technologies

15.00-16.00

Webinar: De-coupled – is economic power the new hard power and can
trade recover from its use as a ‘weapon of choice’?
Is economic power more important than military power when spheres of influence have

that must be included when devising scenario forecasts and war games.

Keynote fireside chat: ‘The games they play’

policy has become “domesticated”? And, if so, what are the implications for the future of

Speakers:

modelling or simulating conflict, terrorism and other political crises and explores the lessons

12.00-12.45

In conversation: Strategic nationalism and the future of strategy

shifted as much as they have in the past 5 years? Are tariffs just a mis-direction – a tactic to
Speakers:
Ambassador Thomas Matussek,
Former German Ambassador to the
United Kingdom
Ambassador Stephen Evans, Former
NATO Assistant Secretary General for
Operations, United Nations Security
Council

hide a bigger picture of technological and global decoupling that pitts China and the US evermore sharply against each other? Has strategic trade become the new normal of national
security strategy and if so, how can banks businesses find strategies to deal with an ever
more confused picture of sanctions and tariffs, and coercive tactics to build global influence?

Moderator:
Rebecca Harding, Chief Executive
Officer, Coriolis Technologies
Speakers:
Dr Deborah Elms, Founder &
Executive Director, Asian Trade
Centre
Andy Burwell, Director, International
Trade & Investment, CBI
Joanna Konings, Senior Economist,
International Trade Analysis, ING
Iain Anderson, Executive Chairman,
Cicero/AMO
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26/11/20

Achieving sustainable prosperity
12.30-13.30

Thursday

10.00-10.30

Keynote interview: Making a difference through sustainable development
This special keynote interview will consider the strategic significance of the Sustainable Development Goals in offering a powerful shared vision for future development, reflecting on how they

We can all talk about sustainability, and all know the urgent need to ‘do something’ to address
issues such as climate change, as the populist backlash against globalisation and alleged unsustainable nature of the capitalist system has shown. This special interview will seek to look at the
role of banks in tackling these huge issues, methods for measuring sustainability, client incentivisation, moving beyond ‘greenwashing’, along with challenges for SMEs in particular.

What are the challenges in measuring sustainability

Stephanie Hamod, Independent

difficult to work out just how trade is adapting to a world where sustainability in every sense
of the word must be baked into supply chains. What are the key measurement priorities,
how do we trace bad environmental or labour market practice, fraud or non-compliance in
supply chains which are, almost by definition, hidden from public scrutiny because they are

Speaker:

confidential?

Ed Mayo, Chief Executive Officer,

15.00-16.00

Can trade be sustainable?
Covid shines a light on the sustainability challenges that the world faces. Many many hope

Speaker:
Gwynne Master, Managing Director
& Global Head of Trade, Lloyds
Bank

Consultant & former Head of
International Product, Santander
Hussam Sultan, Regional Head,
Commercial Banking, CIMB Islamic
Bank
Harriette Resnick, Co-Head, ICC
Banking Commission Working Group
on Sustainable Trade Finance

Pilotlight

both environmentally sustainable and socially equitable.

Keynote interview: What does the future for sustainability look like?

Speakers:

Sustainability is critical but unless we know how to measure it effectively, it will be very

represent a fundamental shift from a purely economic growth model to a model that seeks to be

11.00-11.15

MultiLateral working lunch:

this proves the perfect moment for a great ‘global reboot’, the sight of single-use plastic
face masks strewn across park land is one of the enduring images of the conflict between
our human requirements and sustainability. If vaccines are to be delivered to every person
across the world, trade and international cooperation has to scale up to unprecedented
levels. The scope for fraud, environmental damage and poor employment standards in
some of the stages of the supply chain is massive. Can we even make these supply chains
function across borders when trade is increasingly influenced by national rather than
multilateral interests? What is the future of international organisations and can technology
solve our problems for us?

Moderator:
Jeff Ando, Director, Global Trade
Review (GTR)
Speakers:
Merisa Lee Gimpel, Head of Trade
Solution Development & Innovation,
Global Transaction Banking, Lloyds Bank
Michael Vrontamitis, Co-Chair,
Working Group on the Digitization
of Trade Finance, ICC Banking
Commission
Jacqueline Minor, former Permanent
representative to the UK
Shona Tatchell, CEO & Founder,
Halotrade

What on earth happened to 2020

What an earth happened to 2020? Where does trade go from here?

Where does trade go from here?
Back in January there was a fragile truce in
the trade conflict between the US and China
as a result of the Phase 1 deal between the
two countries buoying sentiment at the start of
the year. Just two months later the full force of

Pandemic!

Covid 19 had hit global trade and the global
economy; the world shut down and as it did,
nations raised protectionist barriers in the supply
chains associated with treating and preventing
the disease. Meanwhile, any hope that the trade
deal meant better relations between the world’s
two largest trading nations have been dashed as
the conflict as migrated from the realms of trade
policy into technology and finance.

2020

2020
#CoriolisFOS

Register here
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Which groups will most need support after
the crisis is over? Will the SME trade finance
gap ever be plugged? Does technology
and digitisation provide a real solution to
the trade finance gap and, if so, what does
that technology need to do to address this
profound and global “market failure”?

1

What is the future of trade and how do we

4

protective equipment, medical equipment,
treatments, test kits, and most importantly

deal with the economic nationalism that
has characterised the pandemic – is trade

of all, vaccines to get us out of the current
crisis? What role does data play in managing

now in the front line of the seismic shift in

Manifesto

How do we guarantee supplies of personal

the nature of conflict? To what extent are

and understanding the flow of critical

trade and foreign policy now so bound

supply chains between countries and how

The manifest challenges to the global trade

together that banks have become the “boots

can we measure these in real time? Is the

system and how it operates politically,

on the ground” charged with implementing

protectionism that surrounds the Covid 19

ever-changing sanctions and compliance

economically, sustainably and technologically

pandemic reversable?

regimes? What are the consequences

after the crisis makes this a timely event that

of shifting spheres of influence based on

deals with some of the most important questions

economic as much as military power?

on everyone’s lips:

2

Will the US election result make any
difference to the way in which we view global
power relations through trade? What are the

5

What are the consequences for sustainable

Why you should attend

The Future of Strategy: Trade, Intelligence and

•

Insight into the key trade trends that
underpin strategy in a post-Covid world

Security 2020 event will bring together leading
speakers, Wlysts, policy makers and thoughtleaders from around the world to discuss these

•

vital topics. There will be “fireside chat” panels,

Leading edge speakers and key note
addreses in an “on demand” format

“on-demand” keynote addresses, webinars and,
in a break from tradition, we will be running
“action research” working lunches every day
through the week as part of our “MultiLateral
Thinking” programme. Participants are invited to
grab their virtual sandwich and get involved with
setting the agenda for trade.

•

We look forward to
welcoming you back to
the Future of Strategy!

Opportunity to shape the agenda and
address key trade challenges through
“MultiLateral working lunches”

•

Week-long premium access to the
MultiLateral Open Trade and Open Trade
Finance platforms to see where key trends,

The event is broad-ranging, non-specialist

risks and opportunities emerging around the

action-oriented. Anyone interested in the future

world of trade and trade finance

of strategic trade or delivering trade solutions in
policy, business or finance should attend

trade of the Covid 19 pandemic? How can
we make supply chains sustainable when so
much of the equipment needed is single use
plastic? What can we do to reduce fraud in
areas of the Covid 19 supply chain and how

consequences for the way in which trade

can we come out of the Covid 19 pandemic

technology, digital currencies and cross

with sustainablity at the front of everything

border payments develop in the coming

we do in the trade sector?

years?

Event format:

Register here
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